
Year In Review
2022



To say it's been an interesting year would be an understatement. We, along 
with other rescues across the country, have been experiencing significantly 

lower adoption rates (ours was down 50%), along with a 25% increase in 
owner surrenders, returns, and stray intakes.

This year we had a chance to help provide more spay/neuter services to feral 
cats. Due to an overpopulation of community cats and the limited TNR 

surgery providers, individuals that specialize in working with these colonies 
were struggling to find surgical appointments.

We were fortunate enough to have extra space in our normal rescue surgery 
schedule to accommodate surgeries for other rescues and trappers in need. 
In doing so we were able to help get more cats altered and returned to their 

colonies.
We continued to say ‘yes’ to our rescue partners when they reached out with 

animals who needed special medical care. 

Just to name a few...this year we repaired or removed broken legs, facilitated 
FHO surgeries, consulted with orthopedic, neurology, and ophthalmology 

specialists, treated calicivirus and panleukopenia virus, saved pregnant 
mammas and orphans, handled dental emergencies, and nursed animals 

back from malnourishment and certain death.



Here’s a recap of 2022 Intakes & Outcomes…



HAPPY TAILS
OUR ULTIMATE MISSION



OFOSA Adoption Testimonials

• I adopted Owen from OFOSA earlier this year. He is such a sweet boy, and they did a lot to 
help him before I adopted him. He was neutered, vaccinated, chipped, and placed with a 
wonderful foster. The entire process was smooth, and all the staff and volunteers were 
amazing. I highly recommend this wonderful organization to people who ask where I got 
Owen from. These people are doing great work to save pets in need and help them find 
forever homes. Love this organization! --@esotupo

• We adopted our wonderful cat, Noalani, as a kitten from them. She later got a cold and 

they helped us treat her. They're very kind and wonderful. --Sue Connelly

• We just adopted a beautiful puppy from OFOSA, and we could have not been happier 
with our choice. The process was smooth from beginning to end. The foster parent of 
our puppy was wonderful! She responded to my initial inquiry promptly, arranged a 
meeting day and she asked all the necessary questions before proceeding. Once she 
decided we, as a family, were the right fit she sent me detailed information about the 
adoption process. She fostered two pups from the same litter, and I loved how her only 
request was to keep them together the longest, needless to say this was not long at all, 
both pups had eyes on them and we end up bringing ours home very fast. The 
administrator over at OFOSA was great too, she was very detailed with the information, 
and took her time to explain everything and answer our questions. I will definitely 
recommend this organization to whoever is looking to adopt an animal. --Fatima



TRANSPORT
OFOSA’s mission relies on the 
tireless commitment of our rescue 
and transport partners! We rescue 
animals from high kill shelters all 
over California and the Pacific  
Northwest. Some of the animals 
come from as far away as Taiwan! 
And this year we continued to take 
In many more stray and 
abandoned cats from our local 
communities.



Community Support



More Community & 
Grant Support



MEDICAL CASES
If you look the word 'cute' up in the dictionary, you’ll 
see a picture of Tucker! With his deep brown eyes, 
sweet face and silly scoot we can't help but smile 
when we're around this guy!   
Tucker started his life happy and healthy. As he grew, 
for unknown reasons, he developed issues with his 
back legs and can no longer walk normally. He was 
surrendered to OFOSA for treatment so that he can 
live his best life.   
Because of our generous donors, we were able to get 
Tucker the reconstruction surgery on both of his legs!  
Tucker has recovered fully and is now living his best life 
with this adopters!



MEDICAL CASES

Ezran was a complicated case that 
took almost TWO years to resolve! 
The sad truth is that he would have 
been euthanized in an overcrowded 
shelter, but OFOSA was committed 
to restoring this kitty to health and 
finding him the perfect FOREVER 
home.

He’s proof that even pets that some 
people might deem ‘imperfect’ 
deserve second chances!

MIA



MEDICAL CASES

POMIE

Pomie came to us all the way 
from Taiwan! She needed hip 
surgery so she could live her 
best life!

Thanks to our compassionate 
community, she is enjoying life 
as a healthy, happy pup!



MEDICAL CASES

These three kitties were 
narrowly spared their 
lives in an 
overcrowded shelter in 
California. Luckily, our 
rescue partner knew 
that we would accept 
them even with their 
various medical issues.

They received x-rays, 
medications, 
consultations with 
orthopedic surgeons, 
major dental work, and 
blood work.



THANK YOU

to everyone who helped make this year a 
success for the animals!!

Adopt Some Love!
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